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Order of the 
Snow Rose

          Long ago, the Kingdom rang in the coronation of two royal couples: two brother princes wed to two sisters 
known as Snow White and Rose Red. The new Queens did the lion’s share of the ruling, and were renowned for 
being peaceful, just, and above all else dedicated to helping people solve problems. Whether it was getting 
one’s beard stuck in a tree or simply needing a place to stay warm in the winter, no concern was too large or 
too small.
        However, a kingdom is far more complex than a small cabin in the woods. In order to help as many people 
as possible all across the Kingdom, they started an organization: The Order of the Snow Rose. The Order’s job 
was simple-- “Help.” And so these battalions of Snows and Roses (named for the Queens they set out to 
represent) dispersed to offer aid to those in need.
        It has been years since the founding. The original Queens are long since passed, but
their ideals live on as the Order continues. The only problem is that helping isn’t always
easy: not everyone wants help, some only wants certain kinds of help, and as time 
has gone by the Order has had to navigate more complex waters than a mere 
commandment of “Help” can steer through. 
        You, the Players, are fresh-faced members of the Order setting out as a 
squadron of Snows and Roses to help the needy and aid the ailing... whether they 
want to be helped or not.

Lorem ipsum

Setting Up and Gameplay

For the Game Master: For the Players

Designate one person to be the Game Master (or “GM”), who runs the game and is the custodian of the 
story. The Game Master has the final say on all worldbuilding/character creation/events of the game.

 Game Master - See “For the Game Master”. Players - See “For the Players”.

Creating a Character
             Write your character choices down as you build your character!

 v            Step 1. Choose a character class: Snow White or Rose Red. 
                     Step 2. Choose a Backround: Royalty, Military, Outsider, Servant, Criminal, or make your own!
               Step 3. Choose a motivation: Self-Promotion, Honor, Boredom, Idealism, Redemption, or make your own!
         Step 4. Choose your skills and weaknesses:
 Any character can attempt to any action they wish over the course of the game, but if you have a 
skill relevant to the action you will have a far better chance of success! Within the list color coded to your class 
(grey for Snow White, red for Rose Red) choose three skills to specialize in, and two to be your weakness. There 
are certain skills prized among their respective classes for being characteristics of the founding queens. Roses 
prefer to cultivate skills in red, Snows idealize skills in grey. Taking skills across class lines is allowed at the GM’s 
discretion, but there must be a fair distribution of specializations, weaknesses, and neutral skills to balance that 
out.

set up a scenario:
Anything goes, so let your imagination run wild! Or, if you want some suggestions, shuffle a 
deck of playing cards and draw a card for each story element, checking the table to see what 
each card means:

who needs help?
what do they 

need help with?
an ornery

 dwarf

a talking
bear

a boy in 
white robes

a weeping
mother

Ace, King

Queen, Jack

choose any of 
the above!

Queen, Jack Queen, Jack
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do they 
want help?

Playing the Game
 Before the game starts, take 
a standard deck of playing 
cards (including jokers) and 

shuffle it. This will be the 
mechanism for deciding how 
events unfold as the players 

take action. The Game 
Master tells the story wherein 
the main protagonists are the 
players’ characters. the only 

limit is your imagination!

Help Encounters
Taking action to help a situation is a Help 

Encounter. At the beginning of the 
Encounter, the GM will describe the 

problem. The players must describe how 
they use their skills solve the problem. 
However: they do not always succeed.

When a player wants to take an action, 
they draw a card from the deck. If the 
card is of the same color as the player 
character’s class (Diamonds/Hearts for 

Roses, Spades/Clubs for Snows), that is the 
card which determines the result of the 
action. If the card is not correlated with 
the player character’s class, the player 
draws until they get a card that does.

The result of the action is determined by 
the value of the card drawn (see right).
Take turns to allow each player to act. 

When the players collectively have three 
successes, they succeed in helping. When 
they have three failures, they fail to help 

and face consequences.

yes

no

only from a
 specific person

local 
flora/fauna

The rank of the card should inform the 
degree of success or failure. 

(Ex. Failure on a drawing a 2 of clubs 
will be more dramatic than a failure on 
drawing a 7 of spades or an 8 of clubs.)
If a character has a skill relevant to the 

action they attempting, or another 
player describes how their character is 

assisting, the original drawing player has 
“Advantge”-- draw two possible results 

and take the better one. “Disadvan-
tage” means drawing two and taking 
the worse one. After any Encounter is 

decided, reshuffle the deck.

Ace - Complete success
Face card - Success
9-10 - Mixed success (success, 
with side effects)
2-8 - Failure
Joker - Catastrophic failure, 
regardless of player class

GM TIP: Try to link Help Encounters together into a plot. Start your players with small instances of a 
larger problem, and work up. Is there a food shortage? What kinds of Encounters would that create? 

settling an
argument

Player Tip: Try to approach encounters not necessarily in the optimal way, but from how your
character would approach them. It makes for far better storytelling, and makes success all the sweeter!

 ACADEMICS (Recalling information)                           BODY (Physical capacity, including motor skills)
 ARCANA (Magical skill/knowledge)              CHARISMA (Personal  magnetism, persuasion, lying)   
 EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE (People skills)              NATURE (Knowledge of the natural, animal skills)  
 MEDICINE (Healing, bodily knowledge)                     SNEAKING (Stealth)          

 SPIRITUALITY (Religion Lore, charitable reputation)   STREET SMARTS (Knowledge of common life/people) 

When you want to take an action relevant to one of your skills, tell the GM what skill you are using and explain 
how it is relevant. The GM will decide whether or not your skill is relevant to the action, and give you Advan-
tage if they deem it so. If you try to use a skill that is your weakness, you will have Disadvantage.

Step 5. Name your character: Whatever strikes your fancy, whether that be “Ser Bumblethorp Huesberry III 
Esq” or “Angry Jane”. Does your character have a title, or go by a nickname?
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